Democrats Out-Ran the Tired GOP

Millions and millions of words will be written and spoken by Americans these days: the subject will be about the recent elections, wherein the Democratic Party scored a tremendous political victory over the Republicans. Many voters ask: "How could such an overwhelming Democratic victory happen?"

Isn't the answer fairly obvious? Here are a few important reasons, we believe: it must absolute that citizens vote for or against the economic conditions currently existing; therefore the "recession" of the past month remained in voters' memories.

Our foreign relations, so often embar- rassing, fraught with tension, and treach- ersons now, don't exist. And with the Roosevelt administration, the nation has become much more prosperous.

The democratic program of more hand-outs to more people, its willingness to put the federal government in the role of Santa Claus for education, roads, for- eign aid, etc., also grew out of many a voting agreement. Also, the Democrats more convincingly put their messages to the American voters.

The use of the vast political or- ganization developed by American labor unions, with millions of dollars and handouts, to organize wage earners for a political party, played a very large part in the Democratic victory of Nov. 4.

Finally, last but certainly not least, the Republican Party failed miserably in developing and maintaining an organization, a program, and a financial support, that did not match even within "a country mile" what the Democrats did to those respects. President Eisenhower, himself, through errors of both omission and commission, injured the more and reputation of his Party, that in his effort to exercise those political methods, he was doing to the Party's members have every right to ex- act from their candidates.

WHAT SIMPLY, we firmly believe, be- cause he is not a politician, by name.

From The Eccentric's Point of View

New York City's Metropolitan Opera re- ceived a new gift of over $10,000,000 this year. The gift was made by a person who paid more than $80,000 to the opera, and who made sure that every dollar went to support the opera. The gift was a bequest of a man who loved the opera and wanted to see it continue.

If all the telephone books printed each year in the United States were piled atop each other, they would reach to the moon. It is not recorded how many words are spoken over the nation's telephone connections. The telephone does not answer an answer to a question that stretches into infinity.
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ONE THING OR ANOTHER

PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT

The membership of Michigan voters in town and county in many local communities involving expenditures of public money, were ranking candidates and new Demo- cratic party candidates whose records show they do not hesitate to spend unprece- dented amounts of tax money.

This is not inconsistent at all. These voters are not only refusing to solve their own problems on their own level. Instead, they are turning to the govern- ment, which legend says have the answers to the major problem of the nation. If you spend enough money, your problem is solved.

Suburban Sentiment

THERE SHOULD BE SOME CHANGES MADE

Why don't the doctors agree On covering their anatomy? He does his bit of saw in May, Benson's way.

Ground Hog Day

In the center of a new field She ravishes in a new full dress. Men do not know or see the reason For such early change of season.